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Daniel Zlatkin. 

Vojcic 533 

4/17/17 

Galina Ustvolskaya: Piano Sonata No. 51 

Analysis, Part I  

 The music is in an ABCBA arch-rondo form. A consists of a seven beat phrase 

involving a D-flat drone over (013) in three different registrations. B consists of a 

melodically spaced gesture of (01256), and overlaps with C (a stretto). C begins with (0124) 

but culminates as the fully chromatic (01234). The chromatic subsets of (01234) appear one 

after the other in a pulsing rhythm -- (01), (012), (0123), and the final (01234). They make a 

pitch crescendo. B and C utilize imitation of voices very clearly. Motivic material overlaps in 

each hand, separated by register and transposition. Specifically, RH and LH in B and C are 

both T11 apart.   

  B and A return at system four. B is identical to its first iteration. Although A uses the 

same pitches and rhythms as its first iteration, it goes on for a bit longer, ending on an 

unresolved-sounding D-flat [due to the fact that we expect the phrase to finish on the lowest 

(013) but it does not)]. This "unresolved" D-flat is delightfully ironic, because D-flat serves 

as an axis for the entire piece. All of the piece's material in all of the movements gravitates 

and is pitted against different statements of D-flat.2 The reluctance of the material to undergo 

                                                
1 Score with markings from analysis attached. My apologies to Ustvolskaya, who asked that her 
music not be analyzed.  
2 The D-flat is no traditional ground, as in a chaconne. It appears exclusively in the piece as 
middle D-flat. It appears in unusual rhythmic syncopations and extreme durations, as in III and 
V. It often serves as a keystone, dividing sections of movements, for example in II, which will be 
discussed in the next section.  
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variation, as well as the extensive usage of accents, drones, and linear imitation give the 

piece an austere, tragic, pressurized, aggressive, ascetic sound. I is classic Ustvolskaya.  

Analysis, Part II 

 The music alternates between an A idea and a B idea. A consists of a mostly 

chromatic, lamenting chant in the RH at the top of the piano's register. The LH consists of 

(0235) in the deep bass register in slow rhythm. But of course there are exceptions, 

elaborated upon later. The simultaneous contrast of register extremes is another classic trait 

of Ustvolskaya, present in many of her works.3  B consists of a single, five beat statement of 

D-flat, like a keystone in between each A section. If not for the D-flat statements of B, the 

piece could be seen as being in a minor. In A, the LH's (0235) can be heard as plagal (i-iv-i). 

The RH frequently ends chant segments on a (sc9), for example in the third, sixth, and 

seventh system.  

 Further reinforcing a minor in A are appearances of (0235) in the RH, which always 

start at the subdominant d (T5) or tonic a, as in systems two, four, and five. But the B section 

always cleaves the music away from resolving in a minor with its D-flat butcher knife. A is 

also contrapuntal. Chant fragments overlap especially in systems two, five, six, and seven. 

"Augmentated" (0235)s in the LH and "diminuted" (0235)s in the RH make stretti. Unlike 

almost all of I, the A section of II is more elastic -- the ideas interact in a more flexible 

rhythmic process.   

 

 

 

                                                
3 Such as the Grand Duo for cello and piano (shown in class), or Composition No. 2 (Dies Irae)  
for eight double basses, piano, and wooden cube.  
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Observations of Further Parts 

 In III D-flat becomes more constant. An arc-like chant in systems one and three is 

introduced in the lower stave. IV appears to be a chorale of pentachords and tetrachords, with 

D-flat keystones much like II.  In V D-flat is sustained as much as acoustically possible on 

the piano. Relentless (0246) whole tone "clusters" appear in three different LH registrations, 

separated phrase-wise by the occasional (0135) keystone, which also appears in the RH as a 

meta-keystone (systems eight and nine). V could be a good section to look at rhythmic 

processes with, especially in regards to the repetition of clusters in the LH. Inversion is 

explored in VI. VII is similar to II but "tonal" A section is based around d minor. D-flat is 

more frequent and overlapping with chants. X is a circular recapitulation of I -- the Goldberg 

Variations come to mind. However, X is not an identical recapitulation. Phrases are 

prolonged. Ustvolskaya explores cluster tones extensively in this sonata and it is a departure 

of her previous ones. Sonata No. 6 is even more radical. A good future paper could be a 

compare/contrast of earlier and later sonatas.  

Discography 

1) Oleg Malov: Overall, I would give this recording an A, but I still felt there was some 

element not attained. It's a 95% recording, but not a 100% one. The piano is rather dry and 

has what I would call a limited color pallet. The opening movements of the piece feel 

somewhat restrained and grey, but towards the end, such as in movements VIII, IX, and X, I 

felt very convinced by the interpretation. I felt the anguish, tumult, frustration, and 

tranquility in the piece. Malov was definitely getting into it in the "development" of X. The 

pitch content is highlighted quite clearly, so this recording was beneficial while I was doing 

analysis. Ustvolskaya did not mark staccato in V but Malov played it this way -- perhaps he 
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was interpreting the secco? I enjoyed the playfulness in the clusters that end V. VI felt rushed 

and I wanted more pianissimo in VII, but again, this could have been because of the piano. 

Malov's interpretation of VII and VIII were eloquently phrased with a lot of subtle coloring.  

I appreciated his musical linearity in the chant section of VII and the cluster tone scalar 

movement in VIII. The D-flat freeze at the very end of X had a very interesting, choked 

sound.   

2) Markus Hinterhäuser: This recording is much different than Malov's and has different 

strengths and weaknesses. It almost feels like where Malov lacks, Hinterhäuser compensates, 

and vice versa. For one, the recording is overall slower, and more careful. Dynamics and 

piano color are harder to follow because the music was recorded with a very wet acoustic -- 

probably in a church. The quiet music feels more sensitive, which probably has to do with 

the pianist's very fine dolce touch, but also because the microphones are definitely closer to 

the instrument (the pedal mechanism is highly audible). However, louder dynamics overload 

the microphones, especially in III, a lamentable fault of the engineer. The extreme soprano 

chant in II lost its intensity due to the highly present reverb. Even though the microphones 

had problems in III, I wanted a more intense forte. This goes for IV too, which Hinterhäuser 

also rushed in. But I appreciated this "mistake" because it made the recording feel human.  

 Hinterhäuser's playing in VI was my least favorite part of the recording because of his 

rubato, which killed the relentlessness of the "hammer" D-flats. But the pianissimo in VII 

was very sensitive and its bass notes felt ominous and mysterious. VIII was much slower 

than Malov's but closer to what Ustvolskaya marked -- the interpretation made the music feel 

much more cavernous, which I appreciated. While Malov picks up angry energy in IX and X, 

Hinterhäuser becomes more resigned and tender. And yet, this interpretation worked 
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emotionally for me as well. It is a positive sign of the music that two different interpretations 

can work so well. I tip my hat to Hinterhäuser for also having the most inviting album cover 

design.     

3) Reinbert de Leeuw: This is probably the recording I would recommend before the others. 

I felt it had the most depth. I got the impression de Leeuw was not holding back and I 

appreciated this. The tempi feel more flexible and organic, and the dynamics are on a very 

wide spectrum. The recording was exciting and fun to listen to, despite the seriousness of the 

music. The engineer was certainly a lot better compared to Hinterhäuser's recording -- they 

achieved a nice balance of reverb and dryness, which is important because the music has 

highly secco parts and other sections with a lot of sustain.   

 de Leeuw attacked I very ferociously. He got my attention right off the bat. He added 

a swing to the end of the first phrase -- not what Ustvolskaya wrote but apparently she 

enjoyed working with him and musically I had no problem with this prolongation. The chant 

starting II felt like being punctured by bullets and was very scary -- two thumbs up. He was 

also sensitive II's chant counterpoint. III achieved a nice balance of power and restraint -- the 

music reminds me of being woken up and that came across more clearly compared to Malov 

and Hinterhäuser. de Leeuw got a very calm, mild, and non-nasal flavor in IV which was 

very pleasing. V had the same attention-grabbing brutality as the opening of I, and felt like 

an oppressive, crunching machine -- definitely something up the composer's alley. VI also 

felt true to the composer -- it was clear, dry, and not too fast. de Leeuw achieved a very 

unusual, dry pianissimo sound in VII which was exquisite. VII's bass notes felt ominous but 

also a little mischievous. I appreciated that de Leeuw found a shred of humor in this dark 

music.  
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 The interpretation of VIII was extremely loud and felt like bombs going off. This kind 

of gesture is certainly appropriate for Ustvolskaya, but I worried about the adherence to the 

score because Ustvolskaya only marked double-forte (she marks as high as quintuple-forte in 

other sections of the piece, as in V). IX was adequately tender and de Leeuw got a very 

tragic, dying feeling in the conclusion. X contrasted nicely to I -- the ferociousness was still 

there but overall felt more resigned and (positively) "tired-out". Like Malov, de Leeuw 

brought out the frantic nature of the "development" at the top of the last page of X which I 

appreciated. The final iteration of D-flat in X is very suspenseful but does not have the 

choked, tragic color Malov got out of it.  

4) Sabine Lebner: Overall this recording is on the slow side, and has a restrained, even a 

little bit sleepy feeling. Ustvolskaya's music can be very mechanistic, and because of that I 

think this is still an acceptable performance. but I prefer the more wild interpretations. The 

piano has a nice, wooden, sweet, small, not too full sound, which inflates this performance. I 

and II are clear enough. Not a lot of pedal, which is in no way a criticism. III feels held back. 

IV is dry-sounding which I feel ambivalent about. V has a nice bounce to the clusters but I 

wanted more emphasis on the clusters in different registers. V's RH cluster "keystone" 

section has a very sophisticated, subdued pianissimo. V's ending crescendo was also very 

well-proportioned, but its cluster coda could have had more humor. VI felt dragged and 

languid -- Lebner was definitely not playing quintuple-forte. VII had a pleasant, semplice 

feeling, and the crescendi felt just right. I think it is nice how all of the pianists play VII so 

well and so differently. Like VI, VIII also feels a bit languid. The semplice does not work as 

well here, but contour to the phrasing is still present. IX is cool, smooth, and crystalline -- 
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one of the best moments in the recording. X feels like a letdown -- the semplice simply 

becomes plain and dynamic contrast is barely present.  

5) Veronika Iltchenko: The microphone quality on this recording is not on the same level as 

the previous ones. This hampers the ability to hear expression, but expression is certainly 

present. The piano has a square treble register and a rich, acidic bass. I is acceptable and the 

clusters in the LH are rich, but there is a higher level of performance. II also has adequate 

energy but I wanted more. However, I appreciated the rubato in II's chant; the bass feels 

particularly ominous. II's counterpoint is a bit sharper compared to the other recordings, 

which I respect. III is nice and legato with great shape, and also a more tamed explosiveness 

compared to de Leeuw. IV is expressive but I wish it were quieter.  

 V is on the slow side, which makes the repetition feel bland. The crescendo which 

ends V is clearly very difficult to execute, and I felt like there wasn't enough of a distance 

traveled in it on this recording. VI started out with a clear separation between the notes, 

different than the previous recordings but something that works. The hammer D-flats were 

very powerful but the runs leading up to them felt messy. VII felt two-dimensional in 

character all around. VIII only felt slightly better -- perhaps I am biased by the microphones. 

VIII into IX was a very smooth transition and Iltchenko got a subdued, semplice sound in IX 

similar to Lebner. The almost rolled quality of the chords towards the end of IX as well as 

the prolonged fermata before X are both nice touches. X works, but suffers from greyness, as 

in VII. The journey to the chromatic cluster as in the second and third system doesn't feel 

radical enough. I appreciated the uncomfortably long final D-flat.  

6) Natalia Andreeva: The microphone on this recording is not of the highest quality but is 

not as hindering as in Iltchenko's recording. The piano's sound is very heavy which does little 
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harm to Ustvolskaya's music. The overall interpretation is sluggish-sounding, but I think 

Andreeva makes it work. That being said, this is not an interpretation I would recommend for 

a listener new to Ustvolskaya. I is very slow but also feels balanced in tempo and phrasing. II 

feels acceptable but again is not as exciting as, say, de Leeuw. That being said, II has a 

mellow sound in the LH. III has a wide-ranging contour which I appreciate and the accents 

have a nice balance somewhere in between sharp and round. IV feels heavy but I do not think 

this detracts from the music -- the heaviness gives the music a unique flavor of sadness. 

Andreeva was clearly getting into playing V but I think her extra crescendi throughout the 

entire movement are too much -- Ustvolskaya was specific about where she wanted her 

crescendi to be.  

 It is at VI where I feel the slowness is probably too much -- the double-dotted 

rhythms lose sharpness. The dynamics also feel disappointingly grey throughout. The 

interpretation of VII feels adequate but forgettable. The weightiness of the clusters in VIII 

works quite nicely and feels akin to a style of monochromatic impressionism. IX achieves a 

semplice sound similar to Lebner but it is hard to discern subtle pianistic differences because 

of the quality of the microphone. X is weightier than I and I appreciate that conscious 

decision. The sixteenth notes feel triplet-y which I feel ambivalent about. Again, I think X is 

acceptable but a greater scale of expression, especially in regard to tempo, dynamics, and 

articulation, is possible.   
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